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To Dave, the love of my life
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Preface

Love should be like breathing. It should be just a quality in you – wherever you
are, with whomsoever you are, or even if you are alone, love goes on overflowing
from you. It is not a question of being in love with someone – it is a question of
being love.
~ Osho

Dear Reader,
It was a blessing to be a messenger of this important knowledge and to share it
with you. I am learning from Spirit all the time. As an avid student of A Course in
Miracles, I am grateful that as I facilitate others to access their own wisdom, I
also remember my own Truth and bring this greater awareness to my ministry.
I’d like to share my experience of the spiritual world:
Imagine love in the core of your being that resonates outward from you, because
you are Love. Think of that one true, clear voice, singing songs of love and what
feelings that brings forth.
The spiritual world is the most peaceful place you could ever imagine! Think of
eternal quiet, but not silence, for silence is dependent on the sense of hearing. It
is the kind of quiet where there is no sound, but there are high frequency
vibrations. And your soul is vibrating along with that of the whole.
Bright, white light is everywhere; in fact, you are the source of the light, streaming
in all directions.
Consciousness is also everywhere along with your soul, which is boundless. It’s
as if things are reversed, and your soul has been turned inside out. You cannot
escape the Truth, because it comes to you naked and free. Your Consciousness
can hold the Truth, and you experience Glory from the joy that emerges in
awareness.
Finally, there is no Time; there is no need to do anything. You know that you are
who you are, and there is nothing you need. You are just hanging out, being.
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Through Truth
Awareness
Experience
Glory
You
Being

Remember this truth about you, Dear One:
You are Love.
May love fill your life always and in all ways.

Love and Blessings,

Julie S. Ong
San Francisco
September 27, 2016
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Introduction

Love created me like itself.
~A Course in Miracles

The art of being Love is about opening yourself up to the expansive nature of the
universe. You become your true self when you tap into Universal forces coming
into you. You do not know who you are until you remember that you are the
creator of this world. Once you release all that you have made up (what A
Course in Miracles calls ego identity), and you remember the oneness that you
are, your true Radiance shines through.
As a human being on the threshold between the spiritual and the physical planes,
you can create anything you want. There is no difference between the spiritual
world and the physical world. Everything that you create in the spiritual world
manifests in the physical world. They are two halves of a whole. Each mirrors the
other, and it is only a matter of perception that determines through which side of
the mirror you’re looking. You can cross over the borderline from one side to the
other only through your perception. Just by requesting an entrance you can go
through to the spiritual world and access all knowledge. It is no mystery to learn
your true nature; it is only a matter of deciding on which side of the veil you want
to be.
All that you have ever known and all that you have ever been, are on the spiritual
side. Because you’re always in the here and now, the physical side contains only
experiences based on your perceptions.
Love is eternal, and when you can let go of the perception of being in a certain
lifetime, you can access the entirety of the universe. This game that you are
playing, pretending that you are ignorant of your knowledge of your true self is a
limitation that you have chosen to accept. Once you let go of this limitation, you
can be whoever you want to be and experience whatever you want to
experience.
The art of being Love is a choice of deciding who you want to be—the ego or
Spirit. Do you want to play a game of believing that you are living a life of
limitation, or do you want to remember your true Essence and let go of who you
believe you are? The art of being Love is about letting go. And your loving rays
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will automatically shine through, because that is all there is. It’s so simple that
there is nothing to explain. It is a reminder and a choice of remembering.
You have been fooled in this lifetime, pretending to be something you are not.
When you remember you are Truth, there is no going back, because Truth is All
That Is.
You already know that there is only oneness present. You are ready to begin this
journey of self-discovery, back to your original state. Although you have never
left, you will return there. Although this is the end goal, this is also the beginning.
Welcome home.
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Chapter One

Love, which created me, is what I am.
~A Course in Miracles

You believe that this life is real. However, this is a playground where you can
choose your experiences. Images you see of your daily life, such as
relationships, income status, and lifestyle, are manifestation; they are not the
truth. They are manifestations created from your perception of the world.
You can decide whether you will be happy or sad. When you have an unhappy
relationship or situation, your perspective is one of limitation. You see the world
as if you are being attacked. You create defenses, so you can ward off these
attacks. These defenses are your limitations; such as a low bank account, an
unhappy relationship, and low income. However, when you change your
perspective, and you see the world as a joyful, happy, loving place, you have
removed these limitations. You no longer see them as limitations, because they
no longer exist for you. You are then able to create a beautiful, wonderful life.
Both are creations. It is a matter of a change in perspective in order to be able to
see which experience you will choose.
What if you were someone else, someone who had a happy life? How do you go
from where you are now, someone with limitation, to where you want to be,
someone without limitation? In order to be someone without limitation, you need
to live from a place of truth in every moment. There would be nothing to worry
about, nothing to think about, because you would be propelled forward from a
higher source. Everything you did would come from a place within you, rather
than from a place outside of you, such as your thoughts. When you connect from
a place within you, such as your divine truth, there is no thinking. There is no
need to wonder, because life happens. It happens the way it is intended to
happen. There is no need to second-guess about anything.
In order to get to this state, you must be willing to let go of everything you
perceive about who you are, where you are living, your life situation, and
everything you believe. You must be willing to let all that go. You must be willing
to be taken over by a higher source. That is true freedom. That is faith. Then love
can radiate outward. And then you are in this world, but not of this world.
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Why would anyone want suffering? Why would anyone want a life of limitation?
What you don’t realize is that you have asked for limitation, because for you, this
is a challenge, this is excitement, and this is where you find your thrill. This is part
of your creation, because if you could create anything you wanted, you would
have nothing left to create. There would be nothing left to be excited about. So,
limitation provides a sense of freedom for you, a sense of joy. And this is where
you can express yourself.
Imagine if you had everything in the world. Imagine if you could create anything
you wanted. There would be nothing left to create. There would be no joy. There
would be no desire. Would you have peace? A daredevil seeks thrills and
excitement in order to satisfy his need for challenge and growth and expansion.
But once this excitement has been reached, he seeks another one and another.
You, too, are a daredevil in your relationships and situations. You have created
all your limitations, so you could experience thrills and joys, one after the other.
You do not realize that everything you have created has been created from the
perspective of limitation. Once you change your perspective and see that there is
no limitation, you become one with the ultimate source of your creation. Then you
are vibrating at the highest level of love. Then you are being love, because love
can only extend itself. Love creates love.
The secret is not to have everything in the world, the secret is to be everything in
the world, to become one with love. When you are vibrating at the highest level,
you not only have all the peace, joy, and love, and you are peace, joy, and love.
There is no need for anything else. There is no need for desire. The secret is not
to create more things in your life to provide joy, because once you have created
them, you will always want more. The secret is to become one with the highest
source. Once you have become one with that source, there is no need to create
from a place of lack and limitation. In fact, there is no need to create at all.
Imagine you had everything in the world. Would you be happy? Or would you
want more? Does it challenge you? Your answers to these questions reveal a lot
about your ultimate source of happiness. It’s not about having things, its about
being, because once you are the “Be-er,” rather than the “do-er,” that is ultimate
joy. You radiate joy, love and peace all from within you. You are all the time
(even though there is no time) the spiritual essences of Peace, Love, Freedom,
and Joy.
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When you create, you are observing something outside of yourself, for when you
create, you are manifesting something from outside of you. This is separation.
You are looking at something that is outside of you. It is not really yours, because
it is separate from you. However, when you become one with the ultimate
source, it is you. You then have it all. In fact, you are All.

Song of Change
A lifetime of burdens chimes in our heads.
The past plays its continuous song until
Little by little we shred the music and quiet the noise.
Somewhere between control and release
Awareness resonates.
Vagueness is replaced with recognition.
Step out of yourself to rediscover yourself.
Catch that infectious bliss
And heal your heart with peace.
~Poem by Julie S. Ong
San Francisco
May 1, 2005
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Chapter Two

Teach only love, for that is what you are.
~A Course in Miracles

Question: How do I learn The Art of Being Love?
Answer: Teach it.

Question: How do I teach The Art of Being Love?
Answer: By becoming a living example. Be it.
Images you see (such as seasons) are manifestation; they are not the truth. They
are perception.
To teach The Art of Being Love, follow your joy. This is the secret. Listen to your
guidance. This is your gift; you were born with an internal guidance to follow your
joy and the truth. This will manifest as love, your center (Source).
To teach The Art of Being Love, you must start at the end point. The ego wants
to start at the beginning of the question (such as creating goals). Spirit starts at
the end with an image in the mind, which will manifest magically. (Start from the
top down, rather than from the bottom up.)
Imagine an invisible box, which becomes filled with your creation. If it doesn’t get
filled, you aren’t clear about your image, and there is a blockage (thought
pattern) that prevents you from creating a clear image.
Remember when you were a child and your parents bought larger sized clothes,
saying, “you’ll grow into them.” Your image in the spiritual world will grow into
manifestation in the physical world.
The ultimate goal is to manifest Divine Will as your soul--to be Love. Being Love
is not a thing you can experience with your physical senses. It is a feeling, and
you know you are being Love when you are feeling joy.
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The goal is to be happy and to be Love. You have forgotten. You have pulled the
veil over your eyes and are playing a game of hide and seek. For example, when
you find a lost object, you remember how it got there, when you put it there, and
why. Likewise, you already have access to all the answers. So ask yourself, “If
you knew the answer to the question, what would it be?”
To remember how to be Love, meditate. Go back to the spiritual world. Then you
can access your true self. Being Love is being your true self.
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Chapter Three

To live without loving is not really to live.
~Moliere

Practicing The Art of Being Love
We choose what to believe and how to live, creating our life in our own way. Yet,
we recognize that no matter how we choose, nothing can limit the ultimate reality
nor the ultimate truth that we are all one in God.
The following exercise can stimulate a reawakening in us all to our true spiritual
reality that we are not our limitations, but are, in our essence, unconditional Love.
1.
2.
3.
4.

In silence, close your eyes and connect with your heart.
Go deeper into the heart until you can feel an ancient impulse.
Explore its qualities. How does it feel?
As you become more acquainted with this feeling, you can use it to guide
your experiences throughout the day.
5. As you choose experiences that are aligned with this heart centered
feeling, your Truth will become clearer and more radiant.
Be Love Prayer
This is my blessing for you as you go through this spiritual awakening:
May you have Peace to hear the silence of your heart.
May your heart expand to overflowing with Love.
May this Love burst forth into shining Light.
May your Light brighten every horizon of Infinity.
We give thanks to Spirit as we remember our oneness now.
We are healthy, healed, whole, and complete.
We are Love, Loved, and Loving.
And so it is.
Amen.
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In Gratitude

You have experienced many transformations in practicing The Art of Being Love,
and I honor your awakening to the Love Essence that you are. I love you, and
appreciate your inner greatness, your Divine Guidance, your openness to
following your highest path, and your pure expression of unconditional Love.
Thank You.
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About Julie S. Ong

Rev. Julie S. Ong, O.M.C., is an Ordained Ministerial Counselor at Pathways of
Light Spiritual College and avid student of A Course in Miracles. Julie knows
that as she facilitates others to access their own wisdom, she also remembers
her own Truth and brings this greater awareness to her ministry. She facilitates
Pathways of Light courses through correspondence by phone or via the Internet.
In her spiritual blog, called The Art of Being Love, Julie channels Spirit and
writes Spirit Insights, one-minute readings that bring spiritual awareness to your
daily life.
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